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About This Game

Waking up trapped in a tree, with no recollection of anything, you must explore a strange fragmented city floating in the sky to
learn who you are and where you fit into th 5d3b920ae0
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OS: Windows 7
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universalis 4

Clever game that keeps you hooked as you keep earning new abilities.. Really enjoyed this game, it always added new abilities
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at the right time to keep it fresh. Visuals a nice, the music is nice; just a nice relaxing game. Some nice puzzles as well with
hidden collectables to keep an eye out for. I would easily recommend.. One of my favorite games is Prey 2006. It had
revolutionary new mechanics such as portals and gravity paths that let you walk on walls. I felt quite reminded of the that game
as I started walking alongside walls and taunted big purple dudes as I was hanging from the ceiling. The puzzles are quite
challenging in the same way Portal is challenging the first time you play it. The game mechanics and physics are just so alien to
you that it takes time for your brain to adapt. This game honestly should be as popular as the original Portal was, but that's the
plight of indie gaming on steam: no one notices you among heaps of triple A boring brown cover shooters.. One of my favorite
games is Prey 2006. It had revolutionary new mechanics such as portals and gravity paths that let you walk on walls. I felt quite
reminded of the that game as I started walking alongside walls and taunted big purple dudes as I was hanging from the ceiling.
The puzzles are quite challenging in the same way Portal is challenging the first time you play it. The game mechanics and
physics are just so alien to you that it takes time for your brain to adapt. This game honestly should be as popular as the original
Portal was, but that's the plight of indie gaming on steam: no one notices you among heaps of triple A boring brown cover
shooters.. ME - I can't gush enough about this game. I'm not going to explain the game, that's what the video and description are
for. I'm going to tell you that I'm a picky, picky gamer; one who loves great puzzle-platformers (Portal/Psychonauts) and also
loves games with real originality (Stacking/Katamari). I've been gaming for about 35 years and while I may have an affinity for
niche games, I can and do appreciate anything that brings fresh ideas to the table and executes them well while not failing to
keep the standards up. New games should never suffer from clunky character movement (Tomb Raider) not when hundreds of
games before you somehow got it right. So that's me in the proverbial nutshell. YOUROPA - This really looks like it was a labor
of love. I played straight through in two short streams and enjoyed every second. I played with keyboard and mouse and found
"driving" my avatar had a pretty short learning curve, thanks in part to the lack of options at the start and gradual accumulation
of actions throughout the game. The graphics are wonderful. While your avatar may seem a bit simplistic, your surroundings
more than make up for it. (If you're a decent artist, you can really customize the BEEP out of your avatar. Mine looked super
sharp once I sat down and really put a little time into the design) Puzzles weren't too terribly difficult, progression was steady,
logical, and consistent. Some of the little details really made me love this game. When developers have time to get the little
details not only right, but fun or original, it revs my engine. As far as I'm concerned, you could do a LOT worse than pick up
this cute, fun, original game.. Bought this blind based on other reviews which I don't usually do, but it was completely worth it.
An original concept that works very well with the creative level design. Despite the fact that it was made by a very small team
had nice production values. Takes around 4-5 hours to beat but has plenty of replay value, so the price is worth it.. A very good
physics puzzle/platformer, I beat it in just under 7 hours. I don't know why this game isn't more popular on steam. If you like
physics games, 3D platform games, or headscratching puzzle games, pick Youropa up.. From beginning till end Youropa was a
fresh, fun, and addictive experience. Haven't seen graffiti in a game in a long time so that was cool to see. Paint concept was
great as well. Pace of the game was good and i never got bored(given abilities and things to ride :)). Such a solid quality game I
thought i was playing an Ubisoft side project the whole time.. Amazingly beautiful and tricky puzzle game. A fun adventure.

Beta Update - April 6th : Yes, it's time for another beta update! This time your disappearing box problems should be fixed along
with a ton of other things. Thanks to everyone who send us bug reports and feedback. Keep it coming! If you have specific
issues or need to be contacted about your issues, please send a mail straight to supportfrecle.net . Also this week we did a small
interview with GameAnalytics about the development of Youropa. You should check it out here: Here's a list of changes: New
Stuff - Resetter object that can be used to reset physical objects and more (yes, we needed it to fix a few of your issues :) ) -
Reset Level menu option to reset a level to it's original state. This shouldn't be needed, but it's there in case we overlooked
something. - Larger Container to fit bigger stuff inside Level Fixes - One Box Island fix for deadlock situation - Rainy City
Center End fix for deadlock situation - Cams And Boxes respawn fix - Flying Fans fix for deadlock situation - Elecrtic Pistons
fix for possible cheat Performance Fixes - Faster startup - Customization startup time improved (there may still be a slight lag
but should - Customization performance fixes. Gameplay Fixes - Cassette, graffiti and powerup counting should now be stored
correctly (No more double tape collection / achievement cheating etc.) - Map shows correct collection stats at all times. -
Overview is disabled during Game Over - Rain check is done with a larger radius, so thin gaps above you won't give you
damage. - Dog checks if it's about to jump through something before attacking you. - Dog resets more robustly (possible fix for
crash) - Map selection is correctly depth sorted. - Starting a level from the map will move you to the latest checkpoint / portal
you've entered. - Collision fixes on Gothic assets and Powerup Platform. General fixes - Settings changed Rumble option to a
slider (for XBox One controllers) - Settings added "Invert Y-Axis" option instead of putting it inside the layout selection. -
Settings removed some redundant control options. - Removed text below brushes in customization menus. - Check if Depth
Buffer format is supported before creating render targets, and fall back to other versions if it isn't (largely untested) Visuals -
Deep Button rendering fix - Background fixed texturing of tall buildings and more.. Pre-Release Update III : Things are shaping
up! This will probably be the second last update before launch, so if you do spot anything buggy, please do let us know asap! If
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you experience a crash please send us the youropa.log file, located in the install folder, directly to supportfrecle.net This update
includes a load of bug fixes and quality improvements, that should make the game a smoother experience for everyone. Here's
what we've changed: Startup - Fixed logo transition on loading screen on first play Startup - Removed beta disclaimer screen
Menu - Fixed not being able to access main menu / map on first play. How the hell didn't we catch that sooner? Menu - Update
correctly before entering on first play Reset Level - Fix for restarting You in wrong position (may not work correctly for
existing save games) You - Fix for half kick, if you were punched during a kick, the next kick would not play correctly You -
Fixed balance animations not blending correctly You - Fixed hand posing when holding a rope You - Fixed "double kick
distance" issue . kick distance should now be consistent Dog - Fixed animations Dog - Fixed animation blending during jump
Dog - Improved look IK Onesider - Improved look IK Onesider - Adjusted animations Onesider - Better feedback when
countering an attack Onesider - Adjusted timing between punches (faster) Onesider - Fix for brain meltdown if it tries to pick
something up it cannot get to. Onesider - Increased chase speed slightly Pogostick - Added tutorial popup UI - Fixed incorrect
icon for powerups in map & pop up UI UI - Cleaner UI for Onesider UI - Added feedback option Rendering - Fixed cloud
rendering Rendering - Improved wire generation and rendering Translations - Added Swedish (thanks Emma) Translations -
Correctly falls back to English if translation does not exist for selected language Translations - Added missing German
translations (thanks Daniel) Translations - Changed serialization of language option to use identifier instead of index Audio -
Paint regain audio Audio - Adjusted graffiti paint audio Audio - Added paint fill audio Audio - Adjusted rain damage audio
Editor - Fix for you being placed at save game location, instead of editor location Editor - Loading / Saving of Onesider & Dog
skins, UI is not final but it should work correctly Editor - Fix for characters sometimes being transparent Editor - Fix for
character highlighting not working correctly Editor - Added input hints for path editing Physics - Fixed issue with collision
filtering when deleting a body that had custom filtering (fan, trigger, gear panel interactions suffered from this) Physics - Fixed
issue with callback during simulation step (You could end up in invalid state after being hit by an item thrown by Onesider) Map
- Fixed level selection issue Map - Fixed rendering issue Shutdown - Removed questionnaire pop-up As you may notice we've
removed the questionnaire (it's coming back as a menu option later), so shoot us an email with feedback at supportfrecle.net if
you find anything that could be improved or feels wrong.. Share Update : The latest update which you can play right now
contains a beta version of Level Sharing via Steam Workshop! Try it out by playing a tiny adventure with 4 levels using this ID
569CBD27 - Just copy/paste it into the Share popup from the Main Menu. And get creative and share your own adventures
from the Create mode. Open the menu while having your map open by hitting "Esc" and select "Share [BETA]" to start sharing
your own city. To share an individual level, hover over it and hit "0" (Zero) on the keyboard to start sharing. You will need to
accept the Steam Workshop agreement before you can access all the sharing features. We will be smoothing out the experience
and adding additional features over the coming weeks, so if there's something specific you'd like to see just let us know. Here's
a list of changes for this update: Share - Added simple sharing interface for sharing levels and adventures (BETA) TouchButton
- Fix not triggering when landing on top without leaving trigger area Soccer Ball - Fix sticking to feet when pulling away Map
Editor - Added settings for the map to adjust which powers You start with and how time of day is handled Editor - Fix for
Cassette counter not showing when quick opening Elements menu Editor - Added animation to elements when placing them
Create Mode - Adjustments to file layouts and more in preparation for level sharing. If your levels break or have gone missing
let us know. Save Game - Separated save games for single player game and create mode in preparation for level sharing. If your
save game breaks let us know. Performance - Improved scene capturing performance by 33% Performance - Reduced cloud
rendering CPU cost by 45% Options - Moved all options to separate save file Editor Unlocks - Moved to separate save file As
there have been a good deal of internal restructuring to fully support level sharing, there may be things we have missed during
internal testing.. Update - July 4th : Time for the first post launch update! We've been hard at work trying to resolve as many of
the issues you've reported, as well as some we have noted from earlier rounds. The biggest change in this update are camera
tweaks which hopefully makes getting around Youropa a nicer experience. We've adjusted some settings, to make the camera a
little softer in the way it follows the ground, and adjusted the way input is handled, so you can now tweak how direct your
camera input is treated from the options menu. Overall it should help people who have experienced a bit of motion queasiness,
and make for a smoother ride for all of you. We've also tweaked map editing, so you can now connect logic across levels by
linking wires on the map, and you can also delete wires and portal connections. For the wires, they will only use the "global
input" from another level, if there is no "local input" attached to it on the level itself. Tell us if that doesn't make sense. Here's a
full list of changes to this update: Resolution - Match desktop resolution on first run Translations - Adjusted Norwegian
translations Translations - Fixed spelling mistake in "Camera Edge Prediction" Paint / Powerup Platform - Fixed issue when
entering platform while carrying an item (invalid state change during physics update) Umbrella - Fixed collision model
Umbrella - Adjusted animation when carrying Pogo Stick - Adjusted collision model Pogo Stick - Adjusted animation when
carrying File Requester - Minimizes game when in full screen, and restores game after being closed Achievements - Fix for
"Loot Box" achievement cheat. Physics/IK - Fix for NaN issue in soft IK Wire - Added output Controls - Mouse look input now
matches joypad/keyboard input (Y inverted, so you may need to adjust your control settings) Editor - Fix for text input not
updating Editor - Fix for switching wire style not updating visuals Editor - Connecting wires on map also connects level logic.
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Only wires with no connections internally in the level will use the external input Editor - Connections can now be deleted on the
map Editor - Fix for color picker closing menu / editor when pressing cancel Camera - Fix for spin when entering vehicle
Camera - Smoother ground following Camera - Adjustable input smoothing (missing translations for most languages) see
Options/Camera Camera - Allow overview to shift more Camera - Minor adjustments during teleportation Camera - Fix for
jitter during transition to overview Map - Fixed path to next objective not updating correctly when opening map Map - Minor
tutorial fix Level - Smaller gap between pipe and platform in "Pipes" Level - Moved bush to prevent you getting stuck in
"TinyTower" Level - More checkpoints on oil levels Level - More checkpoints on vehicle levels Secret news: We've started
working on level sharing, so stay tuned for more news about that soon! As always, if you encounter bugs or feel something could
be improved let us know. Ask in the forums or send us an email at supportfrecle.net Have fun!. Beta Update - May 4th : Finally
it's time for another beta update - and a BRAND NEW TRAILER! Check out the trailer on the store page or on YouTube . Let
us know if you like it! And as you can tell from the trailer, we will launch in June. Precise date to be announced soon. Changes
in this Beta include: Elements Unlockable in Editor - It's now possible to unlock elements in the Level Editor. The system is not
final, and lacks some feedback but should be working. - Each unlock costs 1 cassette tape. Cassette tapes are collected during
the main game. - Some unlocks requires you to have certain abilities, indicated by stars inside the lock. If the lock is black, you
do not have sufficient abilities to unlock the element. - Locked elements are grouped, so one unlock can give you more than one
element. It is shown below the "Lock" how many parts you will get for unlocking. - Let us know if this feels fair. It's meant to
be fun, not a chore, so if it feels unbalanced please tell us. Levels: - Intro flow - seperated switch from initial path to lessen
confusion. - Added "The Sewer" level - Water Garden - Fix for awning issue - Cams And Boxes - Fix for deadlock when
dragging box beyond "waterfall" - Action Temple - Fix for powerup platform not activating (visually) correctly Audio: -
Adjusted overall mix levels - Danger stinger won't play during Action music - Environment audio correctly adapts to time of
day - Fixed glitch when entering a level with rain - Fixed night music and ambience volume - Added ending to "bridge" audio -
Removed Ghettoblaster from levels with enemies - Fixed not stopping danger music correctly when leaving play mode UI &
Input: - Map is better sorted, and less confusing when lines, levels, etc. overlap. - Back button shown on map screens - Improved
mouse + keyboard input on map screens - Editor UI updated and element selection has been streamlined. - Editor grid changed.
- Editor input for mouse + keyboard slightly improved (we have a bigger change coming, but couldn't finish it for this update).
Rendering: - Links between levels (in overview) are softer. - Background rendering improved. - Clouds no longer pop due to
lighting changes, but fade smoothly. - Clouds slightly updated. - Fix for rendering errors on multiple gothic assets. - Fix for
rendering errors on multiple items with cutters (holes, windows, etc) - Fix for player spine exploding when landing after a fast
jump Crash Fixes: - Fix for crash due to uninitialized animation state on player. - Fix for crash during shutdown (due to
incorrect deletion order) - Fix for editor crash when deleting elements. Localization: - Added German (thanks Daniel) and
French (thanks Jeremy) translations. - Seperated languages into different files. - Rebuild menus when changing language. - Fixes
to lower/uppercase of language specific letters. If you speak an amazing language that we don't support yet, and want to help out
translating send an email to supportfrecle.net That's all for this round, more improvements and updates coming soon! Have a
great weekend!. Happy You Year! : The first update of the new year brings minor tweaks to gameplay, rendering and fixes a
couple of nasty crash issues. We're working on getting the "create while you play" aka "playground mode" ready for a first
round of testing, but it's taking a little longer than we had initially anticipated. We hope to have an update for you on that very
soon. Here's a list of changes for this version: Crash - Fixed issue with Alt+Tab where directx device was not reset in correct
order Crash - Fixed issue where texture compression could crash Crash - Fixed issue where using Overview during power up
sequence would crash. Share - Added UI for level previews etc.. Tweaks! : The latest update includes a number of minor
tweaks. This is what's changed: Play menu - Fixed scrolling issue Controls - Added keyboard smoothing Controls - Added
deadzone for max controller input Rendering - Fixed crash issue related to mesh rendering. Editor - Fixed issue related to not
loading save data correctly when entering a new level after editing a level Map Editor - Fixed Start Powers not removing powers
previously stored in save game Grinding - Fixes when landing on rail You - Improved skinning You - Adjusted controller
rumble during dog attack Dog - Improved skinning Dog - Fix for incorrect ragdoll shape Dog - Fix for ragdoll transition
Onesider - Improved skinning Onesider - Fix for ragdoll transition Security Camera - Fix for input not working Conveyor Belt -
Fixed editor snapping Level - Slide Tower adjusted checkpoints Level - Oil Slide adjusted cassette location Level - Onepad
Island adjusted styling Did you find something that isn't working or could be better? Let us know! Got an idea for how the game
could be better? Let us know! The next update will focus on level sharing and minor editor tweaks.. Beta Signup : On Monday
(March 26th) we are sending out the next beta update and a new batch of keys for the closed beta of Youropa. If you want to
join the fun, and haven't already signed up for our mailing list yet, now is the time to do it! Go to and sign up now! If you're
already signed up and aren't already beta testing, stay cool and wait for Monday :) We're sending out a limited number of keys,
so you need to be quick to get one. So even if you are on the list we cannot guarantee you'll get a key.. Pre-Release Update II :
The latest update includes a lot of new languages, including Chinese as seen in the image above! We've also fixed a ton of
performance issues and a quite a few crash bugs, so be sure to update before playing! New Translations: Chinese Czech Italian
Japanese Korean Polish Portuguese Brazil Russian Spanish German and French translations are missing a few strings, primarily
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for the outro sequence. They will be added shortly. Also coming soon are Swedish and Norwegian translations. Other changes
include: Audio: Grafitti - tweaked painting audio Music - Day time music now has much more variation Level Fixes:
UpsideDown - Changed traffic cones to fix progression issue Other Fixes: Physics - Improved physics synchronization, now 4
times faster than previously Physics - Fixed crash issue related to uninitialized variables, NaN velocity is not good :) Audio
Driver - 3-4 times faster update Editor - Fixed crash relating to object deletion Editor - Fixed connection selection with mouse
Editor - Updated connection rendering to make it more visible Rendering - Changing resolution no longer requires restarting the
game Rendering - Added VSync option (but don't turn it off yet, as there are some timing issues) Rendering / string handling -
Fixed font rendering for non latin languages QTE Prompts (ie. knocked out / dog bite) - Animation Dog - Fixed bite and jump
animations Dog - Fixed potential freeze state IK - Fixed issue with hand poses not being updated correctly IK - Fixed more
crash issues Enemies - Fixed vision so they don't see through solid objects As always let us know if you find more bugs or
issues, and if you spot any mistakes in the translations please let us know as well. Either via the feedback form or via email at
supportfrecle.net If your native language is missing, and you would like to help translate, send us an email! Have fun!
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